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NZZ new newspaper of Zurich

Facts and Figures
• Founded on 

the 12/1/1780 by Salomon Gessner
• The oldest Swiss newspaper that is

still printed today
• has been published daily since 1947
• One of the most important

newspapers in Switzerland
• High quality
• Around 250`000 readers per year
• Describes itself as liberal
• 80 % of their online and 

print articles are identical



28 July 2018 7 April 2018

Since Switzerland is not part of the EU, the NZZ reports very 
matter-of-factly about the European Union.
They consider the different attitudes about joining the EU, in 
Switzerland they mostly don’t want to join, so they write 
about this, but it’s very important to them, that the readers 
know, it’s the opinion of the party and not theirs.



How they get and check their
information

• Focused on politics and economy
• Two permanent correspondents of the NZZ report almost daily from Brussels
• Every text must be confirmed by at least two reliable and independent sources
• Trust in reliability of a source is usually based on years of experience with it
• Permanently employed correspondents live on-site, report there

and confirm the information
• Also important are discussion partners, interviews and guest contributions so the

reader understands that these are opinions and not necessarily facts
• Social media is becoming more and more important, but the NZZ has to be very

careful

Lena and Jill



Tagesanzeiger

Adrian, Joël and Lea



Key Facts

• Publisher: Tamedia (the biggest media group)
• Political orientation: left-liberal (against the popular party)
• Daily readers: 380’000

• Anyone who is in favour of accession to the EU is seen as a traitor

• Support the EU in migration

• Schengen area exit

• Bilateral agreements



Content

• Facts: title, sub-title and opinions as quotations, Zitate gekennzeichnet
• Sources: picture sources and authors are named but textual sources not

PRINT-MEDIA

• There are no differences between online and print



«The majority wants a 
Framework Agreement 
with the EU»

26 September 2018



Example
• Turning point in the dispute with Brussels: Ignazio Cassis (Minister of Foreign Affairs) 

plans EU treaty light
• Cassis wants to split frame agreements so that unresolved parts can be discussed 

later
• Switzerland does not want to take European citizenship
• Brussels ultimately required this agreement, and Bern promised to sign a contract by 

the end of this year
• Trade unions boycott negotiations with the Federal Council ("Bundesrat")
• The political orientation of the article is left-liberal (against the popular party)

https://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/sonntagszeitung/wende-im-streit-mit-bruessel-cassis-plant-euvertrag-light/story/14599238

http://%C2%A0https:/www.tagesanzeiger.ch/sonntagszeitung/wende-im-streit-mit-bruessel-cassis-plant-euvertrag-light/story/14599238
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New Lucerne Newspaper

• General Information:

• Publisher: Doris Russi Schurter (One of the most influential
businesswomen in Switzerland)

• Editorial Director: Jérôme Martinu
• Readership (in 2017): 292'000 readers



New Lucerne Newspaper

Information transfer:

• They mainly use clear facts
• Specific opinions are conveyed in interviews
• Different points of view on one topic are explained by different 

people



New Lucerne Newspaper

Topics related to the EU:
• various topics from migration to Brexit 
• Switzerland rejects any link between stock 
exchange access and EU framework
agreement
• Negotiations on the framework
agreement with the EU are stalling



New Lucerne Newspaper

• The article Negotiations on the framework agreement with the EU 
are stalling

„….und sie hat die Schweiz 
auf die graue Liste der 
Steueroasen gesetzt, weil 
diese die umstrittenen 
Steuerregimes nicht 
abgeschafft hat: Das Volk 
hat die Unternehmens-
steuerreform III haushoch 
(by a mile) verworfen.“ 

There were 59,1% votes
against the reform



Blick
20min

Weltwoche

Florinda and Louis



Blick am Abend     

• Facts: free evening newspaper/ boulevard reading
• Owner: Ringier
• Users: 534 000 readers (14-65 years old)
• Aim : to bring the news to the reader in an 

emotional and frivolous way

• Political debate: no political direction
• dubious research and information
• Issues related to the EU : rarely stories about the

EU
• short articles, gossip , easy writing , emotional
• No sources



20min

Facts:
• Kind of commuter newspaper / 

tabloid
• Owner : Tamedia
• Users : 1 899 000 readers
• Aim: accompany the readers 

through the day while informing 
and entertaining

Political direction :
Time and again "20min" makes it 
clear that they are more 
conservative. Topics about 
foreigners are published 
dominantly. These articles make 
clear that "20min" has a one-sided 
view.



Issues related to the EU
• fewer articles
• short articles

Information transfer
• big pictures
• no sources
• a lot of advertisement



Weltwoche

Facts:
Kind of weekly journal
Owner: Roger Köppel (member of the Swiss National Council, SVP=Swiss 
people’s party)
Users: undefined
Aim: It brings, whenever possible and relevant, a different point of view, the 
surprising opinion, the counterpoint, when everyone agrees too quickly.
Information transfer: Weltwoche has many one-sided opinions. They attach 
great importance to the Swiss values. Many right-wing opinions. They 
provoke to spark a debate. There is targeted advertising, but not much.
There are no exact sources.



Issues related to the EU

There are many reports about 
the EU in Weltwoche. In most 
cases the EU is presented in a 
negative way. 
The arguments are unilateral 
and are geared to the extreme 
right. 
This means that Weltwoche is 
not a friend of the EU.



Corriere del Ticino             Anna and Meryem

• Most important newspaper of the Italian-speaking area of Switzerland

• Originally institution of the conservative party Unione democratica ticinese

• Beginning of the 20th century party-politically independent (liberal)

• Regional range

• Business founder worked with different radio journals and TV magazines (BBC 
Radio)

• Lots of reliable sources (surveys, different parties and associations’ opinions)

• Other newspapers used as orientation or for interviews

• criticised by Gas (Gente che Accende la Società - “People who Light up the 
Society”) as a consequence of scandals and potential fake news

• Gas: left publishing product, independent, alternative reporting



• Frequent appearance of the EU related to CH, Italy and the European economic 
condition

• Ticino: Switzerland &/or Italy?
• Bilateral agreement very important to CH, acknowledgement of possible 

economic complications after EU market withdrawal
• “There’s too little bureaucracy & federalism.”
• “Populism becomes contradictory.”
• Freedom of movement: Innovation & competitiveness
• CH is represented as an economically solid, stable, independent & strong country 

with successful relations to neighbours, which are mutually beneficial
• Italy’s thorny situation is also dealt with (government deficit, public debt, etc.)

Topics related to EU



Tessiner Zeitung

• Publisher: Giò Rezzonico, Corriere del 
Tincino’s former editor

• For the German-speaking majority
• Reports the political and cultural life of

the Italian part of Switzerland
• According to the NZZ, proofreader

missing in the editing process
• Role: represent the Ticino’s voice in the

north of the nation
• Sources: SDA (Swiss national news

agency)



Noah & Lior



What is the „Republik“?

• Online magazine
• 14th of January 2018 (CH)
• Crowdfunding initiated the

magazine to grow
• Goal of the founders: „an 

independent magazine for open 
debates“

• No advertisements
• Not dependant on any publisher



Topics of the articles in the
„Republik“

Article topics in a month
(28.08.18-28.09.18)

right-wing populism
and radicalism

EU

Swiss weapon export

Other

The „Republik“ often
treats political topics, 
however, the EU isn‘t
mentioned that
frequently. The main
focus of the magazine
is clearly Switzerland.



The „Republik“ and the EU
• Although there are not many

articles about the EU, they all have
„pro EU“ content. A Swiss 
accession has never been
discussed.

• Articles about the enemies of
the EU, like Viktor Orban or
Antonio Salvini, are generally
speaking negative. Right-wing
populism is strongly denounced
in all articles about this topic.



Political orientation

• Political support from
different parties (SP, 
FDP, SVP etc.)

• More support from left
parties

• „Accusations“ of being
politically left, rather
than being neutral

The „Republik“ is definitely not a right-
wing magazine. News about the SVP, 
AfD or the Swedish democrats are
practically all negative.



Fake News in the „Republik“

 „Alle Texte und Links wurden 
sorgfältig geprüft und 
werden laufend aktualisiert. 
Wir sind bemüht, richtige 
und vollständige 
Informationen auf dieser 
Website bereitzustellen, 
übernehmen aber keinerlei 
Verantwortung, Garantien 
oder Haftung dafür, dass die 
durch diese Website 
bereitgestellten 
Informationen, 
einschliesslich jeglicher 
Datenbankeinträge, richtig, 
vollständig oder aktuell 
sind.“

• That‘s what the „Republik“ says
about their factual correctness. 
To keep information current and 
correct, authors can edit and 
update their articles.

• No examples of Fake News were
found



Swiss Television: SRF

Kiki and Natalie



SRF
• Official Swiss provider of radio and television.
• 3 TV channels, six radio programs and multimedia options.
• Range of programming services in German, French, Italian and Romansh

for entertainment and education
• They want to give the audience the chance to form their own opinion by 

providing proper information and by being neutral. 
• Every Swiss household has to pay a contribution



Analysis

• Clear facts
• No specific opinions
• Competent journalists
• No influencing headlines
• Objective
• Multiperspective opinions

• Also neutral about topics which deal with the EU



SRF has its own political talk show where current topics are being discussed. During
the show, four politicians or experts debate different topics of Swiss politics. Every
participant gets the chance to explain their own opinion about the topic. That way the
audience gets a better idea of current political situations and they can form their own
opinion.

SRF Arena

Analysis of a show: Although there’s always a big
discussion in the Arena, every member has the right
to express their own opinion. The moderator partly
regulates the speaking time of the participants. But
still, not all of them get to speak for an equal amount
of time. Other than that, the conditions for all the
members are equal and the audience gets to form
their own opinion about the topic.



Radio Pilatus, Zentral and Radio SRF

Minh Toan and Loris



Radio PILATUS  
• Best known radio in the center of Switzerland.
• Belongs to the NZZ-Group
• Middle right FDP
• News, traffic, advertisement, music streaming
• Average of 220`000 listeners a day
• Brexit, EU – Switzerland, NZZ themes

Radio Central  
 Belongs to the NMZ
 Very little information



Radio SRF
• National Radio
• For the interests of Switzerland (with regard to themes of our

neighbour countries)
• Streams: SRF-news, Echo of time

EU-based themes:
• Brexit
• Frame Agreement EU – Switzerland
• Hungary



Radio SRF
Example: Echo of time (11 September 2018)
Hungary and the article 7 process

Radio SRF reports facts and shows the different points of view in a debate
Hungary violates too many core values of the EU

Contra Orban: 
• Judith Sargentini (MEP=member of the European Parliament, Dutch politician, Green-left) 

accuses Hungary of not following all the fundamental rights of the EU, situation is said to have worsened
since elections

• Ingeborg Grässle (MEP,  German politician, European People‘s Party, chair of the Committee on Budgetary Control
accuses Hungary of clientele economics, corruption, lack of investigation & education

• Guy Verhofstadt (MEP, Belgian politician Leader of the Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe)
If Hungary now wants to join the EU, it would not be accepted. Quote: "He is the seat of this court that will 
ultimately destroy our beautiful European project. And please with us: Stop this nightmare! “

Pro Orban
• The European People‘s Party was on Orban‘s side for a long time, especially Manfred Weber (German politician, 

leader of the People‘s Party)
• Manfred Weber: Article 7 procedure might be necessary if Hungary is not prepared to negotiate.



Radio SRF Example: EU - Italy, 
Echo of time, 25 October 2018

By the end of this week Italy has to present his new household-budget to Brussels.
• Allthough Italy has already large debts, the government wants tho raise them up to 2.5% of the national 

economy power so they can fullfill their election promises (lower taxes for example)
• Brussels denied these plans even though the limit is on 3%. They argue that this plan would break the

guidelines of the Maastricht-contract/EU-stability-pact.
• Interview with Guntram Wolff (Director of an independant and non-doctrinal think tank)

Pro EU:
• Italian politicians do not support an active dialogue with Brussels. In opposite to France which is involved

in an intense discussion with Brussels.
• EU wants to avoid an escalation
• Guntram Wolff: „Someone has to show Italy that they can`t just ignore existing rules".
• The EU is built upon cohesion so the members should discuss together but in reality they aren`t.

Pro Italy:
• EU`s guidelines are badly written and many memberstates do ignore them aswell.



Alice, Alicia and Noemi



General information
Watson is a Swiss news portal
Online since: 22 January 2014

Users: 96’000 daily
Political attitude: left liberal

Publisher: FixxPunkt AG (Founder: Hansi Vogt)
Editor in chief: Maurice Thiriet

Publication frequency: Online, daily
Seed funding: 20 millions SFr (2013) by Peter 

Wanner (Swiss publisher )

Maurice Thiriet



Content
Content: Infotainment, Entertainment, News
Writing style: half ironic, amusing
Source: insider knowledge (soft sources), few hard sources

Conclusion:
Few facts, but a lot of different opinions and views and 

amusing contributions



Dealing with the EU 
There are not a lot of contributions about the EU on 

the Watson- Startpage.
-> But: After the input of the search term "EU" several

articles appear.
A specific example: Brexit

"The requirement for a further referendum about the
planned exit of Great Britain from the EU receives a lot
of prominent support. The governing mayor of London, 
Sadiq Khan, supports the movement for a new ballot." 

(16.9.18)



Remarks on the article
- The title already divulges everything which is written in the article
- Political articles are quite compact (entertaining articles are
written in more detail.
- There is no transparent political attitude
- Current topics are processed very quickly and are released online 
after a very short time
Conclusion: Political topics are not the focus of Watson.



Thank you for your attention!
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